LESSON IV	27
C.	L A pupil learns a poem.   2. Mary learns a verb.   3, What
are you (tu) learning ?   4. — I am learning a rule.   5. With whom
is Helen speaking ?   6. — She is speaking with an uncle of John.
7. While she speaks, we listen.   8. What do we read today?
9.. — Today we read a story.   10. A boy dictates, and a girl writes,
11,	Are you (voi) listening, Charles?      12. —1 am listening.
13. They also are listening.     14. A pupil  (fern.)  is reciting.
15, Mary, show me a desk.   16, — Here is a desk, and here is also
a chair.   17. Who teaches ?   18. — You teach, and I learn.
D.	1. We show a desk, a chair and a blackboard to Helen.
2. We speak, and Helen listens,   3. Are you listening, Helen?
4. — I am listening.   5. I teach, and you learn.   6. What are you
teaching?   7, —I am teaching a rule.   8. Does Mary look at a
blackboard?   9. —She looks at a blackboard while John writes.
10. He is writing with a piece of chalk.   11. I dictate a poem.
12.	Is Helen writing ?   13. Has she paper and pencil ?   14. — She
hasasheetof paper, and she is writing with pen and ink.   15. Who
recites today?   16, —Mary and Helen recite,   17. We also recite.
18. They (fern.) recite a verb, and you recite a poem,
LESSON IV
27.	Definite Article
masculine
Singular      il	lo (I1)	la
PZuraZ         i	gH(gl»)	Ic
1,   H ragazzo, i ragazzi	the boy, the boys
il nmro, i muri	the wall, the walls
lo scritto, gli scritti	the writing the writings
lo zio, gli zii	the uncle, the uncles
Paltro Hbro, gli altri lifori	the other book, the other books
Pltaliano, gPItaliani	the Italian, the Italians
I! and its plural, i are the usual masculine forms of the
definite article. Lo and gli are used before masculine words
beginning with a vowel, s impure or z. Before a TOwel, how-
ever, lo becomes P, while gii becomes gt' only before i

